ART. 246]
HETEROGENEOUS ELLIPSOIDS.
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where the limits are X to oo for an external point and 0 to oo for an internal point, Art. 204.
Since the density is zero at the surface of the ellipsoid, it follows from Art. 92 that we may differentiate each of these expressions, so that if the density is p' = dp/dx, the potential is V/-d7/d^. This enables us to find the potential of a heterogeneous ellipsoid when the density is x, coy, x2, &c.
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Let
then
The potentials for these three laws of density are
p=Axy,    V=
The proper forms for the three following laws of   density may be found by differentiating E3.   We then have
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The case in which p=Axfy0zh is considered by Ferrers in the Quarterly Journal, 1877, vol. xiv.
It will presently be proved that the potentials of a homoeoid, whose surface density c- is numerically equal to pp (where p is the perpendicular on the tangent plane), may be deduced from that of the solid ellipsoid by differentiating with regard to E and doubling the result, Art. 249.
The potentials for a homoeoid are therefore
<r=Apxy,    !' =
7 /

The limits are 0 to oo for an internal point and \ to oo for an external point. See Art. 204.
These agree with the results obtained in Art. 231 by an elementary method.
246. We may use the method of Art. 211 to find the potential at any internal point P, (£, T], £), of a heterogeneous ellipsoid whose density at any point Q is <t>(x, y*z).
We describe as before a double cone with its vertex at P cutting the ellipsoid in two elementary areas Qlt Q2. The distances PQ^R^ PQ.2= - JS2 are given by the quadratic (2) of Art. 211. Let PQ = E.

